亻person (ren2)
This character is the
form of ‘person’ that is
used as a component in
certain compounds (see
explanation on p. 12).
It is known as 單人旁,
which translates as ‘single
person side-radical’. See
‘group’ on p. 29 for an
example of this character.
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从 to follow (cong2)

众 crowd (zhong4)

大 big (da4)

夫 man (fu1)

This character comprises
two building blocks for
‘person’. One man leads, the
other follows close behind.
This is the simplified form;
the traditional form of this
character is 從.

‘Two’s company, three’s
a crowd.’ Three building
blocks for ‘person’ make a
crowd. This is the simplified
form; the traditional form
of this character is 眾.

This character depicts a
man stretching his arms
wide. Imagine that he is
saying, ‘It was this big.’

‘Man’ is the compound
for ‘big’ with an extra
line across the top of
the character, like wide
shoulders. This line
represents the pins in a
man’s topknot hairstyle.
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Based on the best-selling books, this calendar provides a unique and
highly entertaining introduction to the richness of Chinese language,
culture, and civilization, built on the groundbreaking and hugely
popular Chineasy visual learning method.
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灬

夫 man (fu1)
‘Man’ is the compound
for ‘big’ with an extra
line across the top of
the character, like wide
shoulders. This line
represents the pins in a
man’s topknot hairstyle.
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灬

burning hot

Learn to read and write Chinese with Chineasy - a groundbreaking
approach that transforms key Chinese characters into pictograms for
easy recall and comprehension.

compounds. When you
see a compound with this
character, it is normally
related to fire or something
hot. See ‘lamb’ on p. 41
for an example of this
character.

Chinese is one of the oldest written languages, and one of the most
difficult to master, especially for Westerners. With Chineasy, learning
and reading Chinese has never been simpler or more fun. Breaking
down the Great Wall of Language, ShaoLan Hsueh draws on her
big
entrepreneurial and cultural background to create a simple system for
quickly understanding the basic building blocks of written Chinese.
big
In Chineasy,she teaches the key characters, called radicals, that are the
language’s foundation, and then shows how they can be combined to
follow (cong2)
众 crowd (zhong4)
form new words and 从
evento
phrases.

This character comprises 2 ‘Two’s company, three’s 4 •
to follow
)
crowd (zhong )
By the end of the year, you’ll
be able(cong
to navigate
a众
Chinese
从surely
two building blocks for
a crowd.’ Three building
menu, read signs and billboards,
and grasp
the meaning‘Two’s
of most
This character
comprises
company, three’s
‘person’. One man leads, the
blocks for ‘person’ make a•
two building blocks for
a crowd.’ Three building
articles in a Chinese newspaper.
28
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